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MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES, LTD.

16-5, KONAN 2-CHOME, MINATO-KU
TOKYO, JAPAN

April 14, 2009

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Attention: Mr. Jeffery A. Ciocco

Docket No. 52-021
MHI Ref: UAP-HF-09161

Subject: MHI's Response to US-APWR DCD RAI No. 223-1996

References: 1) "Request for Additional Information No. 223-1996 Revision 0, SRP Section:
03.08.01 - Concrete Containment, Application Section: DCD, Tier 1 -
Section 3.8.1," dated 2/26/2009.

With this letter, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. ("MHI") transmits to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission ("NRC") a document entitled "Response to Request for Additional
Information No. 223-1996 Revision 0."

Enclosed are the responses to questions 1 through 11 and 14 of the RAI (Reference 1). The
responses to questions 12 and 13 of this RAI have 60-day response times as agreed to
between the NRC and MHI. The responses for questions 12 and 13 will be issued at a later
date by a separate transmittal.

Please contact Dr. C. Keith Paulson, Senior Technical Manager, Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy
Systems, Inc. if the NRC has questions concerning any aspect of this submittal. His contact
information is provided below.

Sincerely,

Yoshiki Ogata,
General Manager-APWR Promoting Department
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, LTD.

Enclosures:

1. Response to Request forAdditional Information No. 223-1996, Revision 0

CC: J. A. Ciocco
C. K. Paulson



Contact Information
C. Keith Paulson, Senior Technical Manager
Mitsubishi Nuclear Energy Systems, Inc.
300 Oxford Drive, Suite 301
Monroeville, PA 15146
E-mail: ck paulson@mnes-us.com
Telephone: (412) 373-6466
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/14/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-1

In DCD, Subsection 3.8.1.3.2.2 on Hydrogen Burn (Page 3.8-7), it states "For the US-APWR
project, based on a DBA pressure Pa of 68 psig and a corresponding design test pressure of 1.15
x Pa, the above minimum requirement of D + 45 psig is met by virtue of the design and does not
require design evaluation."

In the DCD Subsection 19.2.3.3.2, in addressing the pressures from a hydrogen burn, it is stated
that "The maximum pressure in the containment under the adiabatic isochoric complete
combustion condition is 136 psia. This pressure is lower than the containment ultimate pressure
216 psia and the requirement of 10 CFR 50.44(c)(5) is met."

The applicant is requested to provide values of Pgj = Pressure resulting from an accident that
releases hydrogen generated from 100% fuel clad metal-water reaction, and Pg2 = Pressure
resulting from uncontrolled hydrogen burning, as stated in R.G. 1.136 5. CC- 3000 Design, used
in Factored Load Category of D+Pgl+Pg2. The applicant is requested to demonstrate that the
PCCV liner strains resulting from the factored loads for the hydrogen burn condition (136 psia)
are within the limits placed on the liner strains in the ASME Code, Subarticle CC-3720.

Additionally, R.G. 1.136 5.B states: "Subarticle CC-3720 of the Code should be followed when the
containment structure is exposed to the loading conditions listed below. These loading conditions
should include the effect of temperature. For prestressed concrete containment the effects of
prestress should also be considered." The applicant is therefore requested to include the effects
of temperature and prestressing in demonstrating that the liner strains resulting from the
hydrogen burn condition are within the ASME Code.

ANSWER:

The NRC issued a similar RAI for Subsection 6.2.5 as Question 06.02.05-19 of RAI 62 dated
10/01/2008. MHI replied that the structural integrity of the PCCV should be evaluated with
different criteria than that specified in RG 1.136 for the severe accident case. In response to the
MHI reply, NRC issued Question 06.02.05-34 of RAI 269-1898, dated 03/09/2009, where the
NRC stated its disagreement with the MHI position. MHI will investigate this problem and
incorporate the modifications associated with this question in DCD Rev. 2 appropriately.
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Impact on DCD

Chapters 19 and 3 will be revised as necessary in DCD Tier 2 Revision 2 to provide pressure
values P.1 and Pg2 and to further clarify the discussion with respect to hydrogen burn conditions.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4114/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/2612009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-2

In DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.1.1, the second paragraph (Page 3.8-9) states "The mesh
discretization is chosen to assure adequate representation of the controlling stresses for key
elements of the design.....".

The applicant is requested to provide the following information.

(a) What are the criteria used to size the element to assure adequate representation of
the controlling stresses for key elements of the design?

(b) Per ASCE 4-98 subsection 3.1.1.3.2 (Page 10 of the Standard), the finite element
model shall produce responses that are not significantly affected by further
refinement in the element mesh and shape. Was a convergence study performed? If
yes, provide the convergence criteria used in the study and the convergence
curve/data from the study. If not, provide the rationale for not performing a
convergence study.

ANSWER:

The mesh size of the finite elements (FE) used for the US-APWR PCCV was generally more
refined than that applied for PCCV designs in Japan (i.e., smaller element widths and reduced
width-to-height ratio). A comparison of the meshing size of the US-APWR PCCV versus that of a
Japanese PWR PCCV is presented in Table 1 (below).

Mesh discretization for the US-APWR PCCV was confirmed through the use of a convergence
study of FE models to assure adequate representation of the controlling stresses for key
elements of the design. The objective of the convergence study was to confirm that controlling
stresses do not change significantly with a decrease in size. The criteria used were:

When the FE size was halved, if the change in calculated section force and moment was
observed to be less than 10% for those forces and moments controlling the structural design,
then the elements were considered small enough to assure adequate representation.
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The convergence study is described further as follows:

(1) The PCCV cylindrical wall, not including the openings and buttresses, is modeled using
shell elements.

(2) Three FE models with mesh sizes differing by a factor of one half, as shown in Figure 1
(below), are analyzed.

a) Modell: Mesh with size approximately twice that of the design mesh

b) Model2: Design mesh size model

c) Model3: Mesh with size approximately half that of the design mesh

(3) A combined horizontal load of 10,000 kips (applied as two 5,000 kip loads at the top of
the cylindrical wall as shown in Figure 2 below) and the uniform internal pressure load of
10 psi are considered for each FE model.

(4) The bottom of each FE model is fixed as the boundary condition.

(5) The other conditions such as the material properties are same as the design analyses.

(6) NASTRAN is used for the FE analyses.

The results of the convergence study were that Model2 (design mesh model) met the
convergence study criteria (i.e., the FE forces and moments controlling the design that were
obtained for Model3 (with half the mesh size of Model2) were less than 10% different from those
obtained for Model2 for the same applied loads). The mesh sizing used for the dome of the US-
APWR was considered acceptable by comparison to the results of the cylinder convergence study,
because the mesh sizes used for the dome of the US-APWR were also approximately half the
size of the mesh sizes used for the dome of the Japanese PWR.

Figure 3 (below) shows the nomenclature used for section forces and moments. Tables 2, 3, 4,
and 5 (below) present the forces and moment result comparisons at key FE locations, with the
forces and moments that control the design highlighted in yellow. Figures 4(1), 4(2), 5 and 6
(below) present summary plots of the FE forces and moments obtained from the convergence
study.

Table I - Comparison of Meshing Size between US-APWR and Japanese PWR
US-APWR Japanese PWR

Inner Diameter 149'-2" (45.466 m) 43 m
Inner Height 226'-5" (69.011 m) 64.5 m
Wall Thickness (Cylinder) 4'-4" (1.321 m) 1.3 m
Wall Thickness (Dome) 3'-8" (1.118 m) 1.1 m

FE Model Bottom 96.3" (60)'16.05
Mesh Size Element (2.446 m*0.406 m) 5.80 m (15°)'0.30 m

(width*height) General 96.3" (6°)-72.0"
Element (2.446 m*1.829 m) 5.80 m (15°)'2.40 m

Note: The "General Element" is at the middle elevation of the cylindrical wall.
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Table 2 - Comparison of Meshing Size between US-APWR and Japanese PWR
US-APWR Japanese PWR

Inner Diameter 149'-2" (45.466 m) 43 m
Inner Height 226'-5" (69.011 m) 64.5 m
Wall Thickness (Cylinder) 4'-4" (1.321 m) 1.3 m
Wall Thickness (Dome) 3'-8" (1.118 m) 1.1 m

FE Model Bottom 96.3" (6°)'16.0"
FMoesize Element (2.446 m*0.406 m) 5.80 m (150)'0.30 mM esh Size,(I 12 0

General 96.3" (60)*72.0)(width*heght) Element (2.446 m*1.829 m) 5.80 m (151)*2.40 m
Note: The "General Element" is at the middle elevation of the cylindrical wall.

Table 3 - Comparison of Maximum Force and Moment (Horizontal Load)
(at around 1800 1 in azimuth angle)

(Loadinig Direction: -1800->0O in azimuth angle)
NO Nq Ntan ME M(p QradO Qradqp

Modell FEM 1283 6649 363 -5395 -31704 -1 -296
(Twice) Ratio2  1.00 0.99 2.00 0.91 0.91 1.00 0.97

Model2 FEM 1285 6691 182 -5921 -34794 -1 -305
(Design) Ratio2  1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Model3 FEM 1291 6707 91 -6142 -36109 0 -309
(Half) Ratio2  1.00 1.00 0.50 1.04 1.04 0.00 1.01

Notes:
1:178.50 for Modell, 1770 for Model2 and 1740 for Model3
2: The ratio to the results of the Model2

Table 4 - Comparison of Maximum Force and Moment (Horizontal Load)
(at around 9001 in azimuth angle)

(Loadinig Direction: -1800->0O in azimuth angle)
NO N0p Ntan ME M(p QradO QradWp

Modell FEM 0 0 3477 0 0 -8 0
(Twice) Ratio 2  - - 1.00 - - 0.61 -

Model2 FEM 67 351 3466 -310 -1823 -14 -16
(Design) Ratio 2  1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Model3 FEM 34 176 3468 -161 -945 -16 -8
(Half) Ratio 2  0.50 0.50 1.00 0.52 0.52 1.17 0.51

Notes:
1: 91.50 for Modell, 930 for Model2 and 90° for Model3
2: The ratio to the results of the Model2
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Table 5 - Comparison of Maximum Force and Moment (Internal Pressure)
(at around 18001 in azimuth angle

NO NWp Ntan ME MW QradO QradWp

Modell FEM 9557 0 0 18022 105999 0 1451
(Twice) Ratio 2  1.00 - - 0.88 0.88 - 0.94

Mode12 FEM 9578 0 0 20565 120958 0 1540
(Design) Ratio 2  1.00 - - 1.00 1.00 - 1.00

Model3 FEM 9581 0 0 21686 127550 0 1579
(Half) Ratio 2 1.00 - - 1.05 1.05 1.03

Notes:
1:178.50 for Modell, 177° for Model2 and 1740 for Model3
2: The ratio to the results of the Mode12
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Modell (Twice Mesh) Model2 (Design Mesh) Model3 (Half Mesh)
Mesh Size(width*height) Mesh Size(width*height) Mesh Size(width*height)
Bottom Element: 191.5" (12°)*35.5" Bottom Element: 96.3" (6°)*16.0" Bottom Element: 48.2"(3o)*8.0"
General Element: 191.5"(12°)*144.4" General Element: 96.3" (6°)*72.0" General Element: 48.2" (3O)*36.0"

Note: The "General Element" is at the middle elevation of the cylindrical wall.

~H

120 60

Figure 1 - FE Models used for Convergence Study

H30
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Condensation of degree
of freedom to one node

J1 ;71

Note: The top perimeter of the cylinder is rigid for purposes of the convergence study (i.e., all
degrees of freedom of the nodes at the top of the cylindrical wall are condensed to one node).
The two nodes indicated above which are on the centerline of the loading direction are loaded by
the horizontal load of 5,000 kips

Figure 2 -Application of Horizontal Load For Convergence Study
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Impact on DCD

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/14/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-3

In DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.3, the 3 rd paragraph states: "The resulting estimated ultimate pressure
capacity of PCCV based on these hand calculations is 201 psig (approximately 3.0 Pd), and is
bounded by the SNL model pressure and yield strain test results."

The applicant is requested to provide the following clarification:

(a) Is the estimated failure of 201 psig (- 3.0 Pd) based on the ultimate failure of the PCCV
rather than the 'functional failure' of a liner tear? If it is the former, what is the estimated
failure based on the 'functional failure' as defined in Ref. 3.8-16 (e.g. liner tearing at a
discontinuity, etc.). The 'functional failure' value will be a lower bound to the ultimate
capacity of the PCCV containment structure. Both values ('functional failure' and ultimate
structural failure) are needed to provide a range of pressure capacities in which the
PCCV containment will reach its ultimate capacity.

(b) According to the SRP 3.8.1, Rev.2 pg 3.8.1-16, the evaluation of the internal pressure
capacity must also address major containment penetrations. The analysis provided does
not mention this consideration for penetrations. Provide a clarification as to why
penetrations were not considered in evaluating the ultimate pressure capacity of the
PCCV.

ANSWER:

(a) As stated in Section 3.8.1.4.3 of the DCD, the estimated failure at 201 psig is based on
summing the yield strengths of the steel reinforcing bars, tendons, and liner plate in
resisting membrane hoop tension. This approach estimates a capacity that is based on
material yield strengths associated with a postulated functional failure, not material
ultimate strengths, and is intended to be conservative. This approach was taken because
it assigns a lower bound value to the containment ultimate capacity while at the same
time establishes a level of safety margin. The postulated failure associated with this
approach is a functional failure of the liner corresponding to a crack being generated in

* the liner plate. This postulated failure is considered to be a conservative lower bound limit
for 'functional failure' of the PCCV because through-cracking or tearing of the liner plate
material should not occur at its yield point. It is understood that failure of a nuclear safety-
related SSC can be attributed to either a failure to perform its safety function or a failure
due to loss of structural integrity. Neither SRP 3.8.1 nor RG 1.136 specifies to determine
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the range of values between functional failure and structural failure. Since functional
failure was determined to be the limiting condition, the ultimate capacity of the US-APWR
PCCV was specified based on a postulated lower bound functional failure that was
considered to be conservative. The true ultimate structural capacity of the PCCV should
be higher than the value of 201 psig currently reported in DCD Section 3.8.1.4.3, and
would be obtained by more detailed consideration of the ultimate strengths of the key
structural materials such as steel reinforcing bars, tendons, and liner plate working in
conjunction.

(b) Typical, representative openings of the PCCV are the equipment hatch and air locks
penetrations. Since the vicinities of these openings are reinforced by the additional
reinforced steel bars, they have larger ultimate strength than the free field of the PCCV
shell (areas of the shell not located adjacent to penetrations). Penetrations were not
explicitly considered in evaluating the functional failure capacity described in (a) above. It
is acknowledged that functional failure of the PCCV could occur due to liner tearing at a
penetration. As stated in the DCD, the configuration of the US-APWR is comparable to a
PCCV model that was tested to ultimate structural failure and documented in NUREG-
6906 (Reference 3.8-16 of the DCD). For the PCCV model similar to the US-APWR
PCCV that was documented in NUREG-6906, it is acknowledged that functional failure
reported during the testing was "most likely from a tear in the liner in the vicinity of the
equipment hatch" of the model. However, such failures are difficult to accurately predict
even with sophisticated models and testing, and typically would occur after the
generalized yielding of the liner that is postulated in approach (a) above. In fact, NUREG-
6906 suggests that "generalized liner yielding is a necessary condition for liner tearing to
occur if there are no construction or material defects. Once generalized yielding occurs,
the initiation of tearing in the liner is dependent on the strain concentrations associated
with local details. Recognizing when liner tearing occurs, however, may be problematic
because the criteria for liner material failure are dependent, in part on the element size."
Therefore, the simplified yet conservative functional failure approach in (a) above is
considered to inherently account for potential failure at major penetrations. With respect
to ultimate structural capacity of the PCCV model in NUREG-6906, the test and
subsequent analysis also confirmed that the failure of the PCCV model occurred in the
free field, not in the vicinity of the openings.

Impact on DCD

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/14/2009

RAI NO.:

SRP SECTION:

APPLICATION SECTION:

DATE OF RAI ISSUE:

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

03.08.01

2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-4

This RAI deleted.

ANSWER:

NA

Impact on DCD

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/14/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-5

In DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.1.1, the fourth paragraph (Page 3.8-9) states "In designing the PCCV
superstructure, individual nodal spring stiffnesses are applied at the supporting FE model
boundary (i.e., the basemat/soil interface) to represent the properties of elastic soil springs with
tension capability because the SRSS method based on elastic analyses is used to evaluate the
seismic load for the three components of the earthquake. The design forces due to the seismic
load obtained by the SRSS method are beyond those obtained from inelastic analysis, at the
PCCV shell/mat interface. The associated redistribution effects are found to be insignificant."

The applicant is requested to provide the following information:

(a) The soil spring in DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.1.1 has tension capability which is different
from the soil spring described in DCD Subsection 3.8.5.4.2 (Page 3.8-72) where the soil
spring does not have tension capability. Provide information on how these two soil
springs were calculated and their values.

(b) Throughout DCD Section 3.8, there are different springs used to model the supporting
soil: vertical springs with tension capability in this DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.1.1, vertical
springs without tension capability in DCD Subsection 3.8.5.4.2; horizontal springs in DCD
Subsection 3.8.5.4.2; and horizontal springs with rotational degree of freedoms in DCD
Subsection 3.8.5.4.3. Provide the rationale for having these different springs. Tabulate all
the analyses as columns with the type or types of soil springs used in the analyses as
rows, and identify the analyses that their results were controlling and used for the design
of structures.

(c) In DCD Subsection 3.8.5.4.2, the fourth paragraph (Page 3.8-72) states "The SSE loads
are applied as equivalent static loads using the assumption that while the maximum
response from one direction occurs, the responses from the other two directions are 40%
of the maximum." The staff notes that this combination method is the 100-40-40 method,
which is different from the SRSS method that was used in this DCD Subsection 3.8.5.4.2.
Explain which combination method was actually used in the design, and the reason for
choosing that method over the other.

(d) The meaning of the sentence, as quoted, "The design forces due to the seismic load
obtained by the SRSS method are beyond those obtained from inelastic analysis, at the
PCCV shell/mat interface." is unclear. Please clarify the meaning of that sentence.
Describe the inelastic analysis performed. Does the word "beyond" in "the design forces
from the SRSS method are beyond those obtained from inelastic analysis" mean
"greater"? Regardless whether your answer to the above question is yes or no, provide
the rationale for the answer.
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(e) Explain what is meant by the words "The associated redistribution effects." Provide data
to substantiate the claim that the redistribution effects are insignificant.

ANSWER:

(a) The soil springs considered in the analysis of the PCCV superstructure are elastic
springs with tension capability as discussed in Subsection 3.8.1.4.1.1. The springs are
assigned tension capability with the intent to simplify the analysis and conservatively
maximize the design forces and moments used for the design of the PCCV
superstructure, particularly at the intersection of the shell and basemat. On the other
hand, the vertical springs described in DCD Subsection 3.8.5.4.2 do not have tension
capability ("inelastic"). These springs are used in the analysis of the R/B-PCCV basemat.
The horizontal springs described in DCD Subsection 3.8.5.4.2 act in conjunction with the
vertical springs as described in Subsection 3.8.5.4.2: the horizontal spring at a node is
active when the vertical spring is in compression and inactive when the vertical spring
experiences lift-off (tension). Horizontal springs are not used to take credit for the passive
resistance of the subgrade due to bearing on below-grade walls. Note that the stiffness
values assigned to the elastic and inelastic springs are calculated in the same manner
using the same methodology that is described below.

All spring values for the FE model are determined based on the SSI lumped parameter
values listed in Table 3H.2-14 of the DCD. Those values are used to assign spring values
to the individual nodes of the FE model. DCD Subsection 3.8.5.4.3 is intended to
describe the use of springs to represent the boundary conditions of the basemat.
Subsection 3.8.5.4.3 will be revised to clarify that the individual nodal springs of the FE
model do not have rotational stiffness, but only translational stiffnesses. The vertical
stiffnesses of the FE model nodal springs are varied to replicate the rotational spring
values given for the dynamic model as given in DCD Table 3H.2-14. The vertical spring
stiffnesses are also developed in a manner such that the cumulative vertical stiffness is
equivalent to the vertical SSI spring constant value in Table 3H.2-14.

Subgrade coefficients are calculated as shown in Tables 1 and 2 below. Tabulated values
of the resulting subgrade coefficient are also provided below in Table 2(a).

(b) For rationale of the springs that are used, see (a) above. Tabulation of subgrade spring
types used for the various FE analyses is provided in Table 3 below.

The boundary conditions of basemat are evaluated by modeling the areas at the bottom
of the basemat with spring elements. Accordingly, three directional (Vertical, NS
Horizontal and EW Horizontal) soil springs with only axial stiffness at the cross point
(node) of divided element mesh on the basemat bottom plane are adopted.

The soil spring constant for each of the three directions per unit area for the FE model is
calculated using the dynamic soil springs of the seismic response analysis model (shown
in US-APWR DCD, Rev.1, Appendix 3H) as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Soil Spring Constants for FE Model (unit: lb/in3 )

Where,

KH,Kv,KR: Dynamic Soil Springs of the horizontal, vertical, and rotational direction of

the seismic response analysis model

A: Area of basemat

J: Geometrical moment of inertia of basemat

The vertical soil spring constants, kv1 and kv2 in Table 1, are used in accordance with the
load combinations as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 - Vertical Soil Spring Constants
in Accordance with Load Combinations

Conditions of Load combination Vertical soil spring constant (kv)

Earthquake loads are not included kw

Main loading direction is
Earthquake horizontal kv2
loads are (either NS or EM
included Main loading direction is vertical kv,

Table 2(a) - Subgrade Coefficient Values

Subgrade coefficient value (lb/in 3)
Type of soil spring Rock site Hard rock

(Medium 1)

kh 20.8 290 1800

kvi 27.6 369 2200
k v

kv2 80.1 1070 6390
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Table 3 - Boundary Conditions of Stress Analyses and

Seismic Load for Each Structure

Building CiS Load Boundary Condition Seismic Load
PCCV ALL Elastic soil spring1  SRSS

Seismic Inelastic soil spring 1
PCCV- Basemat Other than Seismic Elastic soil spring' 1004040
CIS on Thermal Elastic soil spring1

common cis Other than Thermal Bottom Fixed SRSS
mat R/B Thermal Elastic soil spring' SRSS

RB Other than Thermal Bottom Fixed

Notes:

1: The "Elastic soil spring" has tension capability with the same spring constant as
compression.

2: The "Inelastic soil spring" has no tension capability.

(c) DCD Subsection 3.8.5.4.2 will be revised to clarify that the Newmark 100-40-40 method
is used to combine the three components of the seismic load.

The Newmark method is used in this application because it provides more realistic
representation of the magnitudes of the resulting compressive and tensile stresses acting
on the reinforced concrete cross sections. This is particularly important when the seismic
design is based on non-linear analyses using compression-only soil springs. The seismic
design loads are applied in conjunction with dead loads because the superposition
principle does not apply for nonlinear analysis. The information regarding the direction of
the stresses is lost when the SSRS method is used to combine the three earthquake
directions. The absolute magnitude of the earthquake loads combined using SSRS is
comparable to the magnitude obtained from combination using the Newmark 100-40-40
method.

Further discussion of the 100-40-40 Newmark method versus SRSS is provided below in
"Comparison between Stress Analysis results of PCCV for Seismic Load by 100-40-40
method and SRSS method".

(d) The word "beyond" is intended to mean that the results of the analysis using the elastic
approach described in (a) above envelope the results of the "inelastic" approach. See the
discussion provided in item (a) above for further explanation. The seismic load for the
structural design of the PCCV is calculated by the SRSS method, because for the shear
reinforcement design, Article CC-3520 of ASME code requires the design shear force and
membrane force to be combined using the SRSS method. Then in the cases of design
other than the shear design, the design membrane force and bending moment are
calculated by the same method (i.e. SRSS) as the design shear force calculation to
standardize the overall PCCV design.

(e) Redistribution effects associated with the elastic analysis described in (a) above were
investigated to confirm that they were insignificant and accounted for in the design of the
PCCV superstructure. This response needs to provide backup data to substantiate the
claim that the redistribution effects are insignificant, or agree to provide at a later date,
since the NRC question is not fully answered without providing the data.

Comparison Between Stress Analysis Results of PCCV for Seismic Load by 100-40-40 Method
and SRSS Method

Analysis condition
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(1) FE Model

The FE model is the R/B global three-dimensional FE model shown in Figures 3.8.5-6

through 10 of US-APWR DCD, Rev. 1.

(2) Analysis Case

1) SRSS for seismic load with elastic soil spring

- Load combination: SRSS of three directions for SSE plus (Dead load + Live load)

2) 100-40-40 for seismic load with inelastic soil spring

- Load combination: SSE seismic load of (1.0*NS+0.4*EW+0.4*UP) plus (Dead

load + Live load)

- Load combination: SSE seismic load of (0.4*NS+1.0*EW+0.4*UP) plus (Dead

load + Live load)

(3) Analysis Code

ANSYS is used for the FE analyses.

Analysis results

The comparison of the stress analysis results of PCCV for Seismic Load by 100-40-40
method and SRSS method are shown in Table 4 and Figures 1 and 2 below that show forces
and moments which control the design. The shear force by the SRSS should be used for the
design according to ASME requirements. The maximum membrane force and bending
moment of the PCCV bottom elements by the SRSS in the meridian direction (Nq• and Mq),
which are dominant for the seismic response, are equal to or greater than those by 100-40-40
except the membrane force of the buttresses. For the buttresses, although the maximum
membrane force by the SRSS is about 10% less than that by 100-40-40, the maximum
bending moment by the SRSS is about 30% larger than that by 100-40-40. Therefore it is
considered to be appropriate to use the SRSS method for the seismic design force
calculation of the PCCV.
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Table 4(1) - Comparison of Combined Forces and Moments that Control the Design of
Typical Elements Located at the Base of the PCCV Cylinder

NE2  Nqp3  Ntan 2  M82 MTp2  Qrad&2 Qradq)2

(lb/in) (lb/in) (lb/in) (lb (lb in/in) (lb/in) (lb/in)(Ibin_(b/i) Ibin in/in)
SRSS 18596 59305 29822 89592 458750 4988 7772

1.ONS+0.4EW+0.4U 18405 59534 31042 89944 384057 4585 7025
P

(Ratio1 ) 0.99 1.00 1.04 1.00 0.84 0.92 0.90
0.4NS+I.0EW+0 .4UP 19461 56779 31052 94357 401239 2800 6024P

(Ratio1 ) 1.05 0.96 1.04 1.05 0.87 0.56 0.78
Notes:

1: The ratio to the results by SRSS
2: Maximum of absolute value of stress analysis results
3: Maximum of absolute value of stress analysis results in tension which controls

structural design

Table 4(2) - Comparison of Combined Forces and Moments that Control the Design of
PCCV Bottom Elements of Buttresses

NO' NT" Ntan' M02 MTZ Qradei Qrad(p'
(lb/in) (Ib/in) (lb/in) (lb in/in) (lb in/in) (lb/in) (lb/in)

SRSS 21880 71337 31991 188544 509430 1760 8857

1.ONS+0.4EW+0.4UP 7631 34398 30916 43211 161023 2066 5187

(Ratio1) 0.35 0.48 0.97 0.23 0.32 1.17 0.59

0.4NS+I.OEW+0.4UP 22622 77733 13639 138525 354830 2211 2430

(Ratio') 1.03 1.09 0.43 0.73 0.70 1.26 0.27
Notes:

1: The ratio to the results by SRSS
2: Maximum of absolute value of stress analysis results
3: Maximum of absolute value of stress analysis results in tension which controls

structural design
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Impact on DCD

See Attachment 1 for a mark-up of DCD Tier 2, Section 3.12, Revision 2, changes to be
incorporated.

Change the fourth paragraph in Subsection 3.8.5.4.2 to the following: "Dead loads are
applied as inertia loads. Live loads and the SSE loads are applied as concentrated loads on
the nodes. The SSE loads are applied as equivalent static loads. For the structural design of
the basemat concrete and reinforcing, the three directions of the earthquake loading are
combined using the Newmark 100-40-40 method. Note that this method of combination is
different from that used for the structural design of the PCCV, containment internal structure,
and R/B, which is the SRSS method."

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/14/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-6

In DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.1.1, the last paragraph (Page 3.8-10) states "The PCCV buttresses
are modeled in the three-dimensional global FE analysis model described above so that the
discontinuity effects of the normal shell and the thickened buttress can be evaluated."

The applicant is requested to provide the following information:

(a) Describe how the PCCV buttresses were modeled. What types of elements were used,
solid elements or shell elements? How are the stresses calculated by the FE program
split into the primary and secondary components when checking against the ASME code
allowable?

(b) Describe how the discontinuity effects were evaluated.

ANSWER:

a) The PCCV buttresses are modeled utilizing shell elements as part of the PCCV in the
three-dimensional global FE analysis model presented in Figures 3.8.5-6 through -10 in
the DCD. Figure 1 (below) shows an enlarged detail of the PCCV buttress shell elements
taken from the global model.

Primary and secondary forces are considered in the design as defined in ASME Table
CC-3136.6-1. Secondary forces due to creep shrinkage are accounted for by performing
model runs in which the input loading due to prestressing is varied. Thermal input forces
are modeled separately, and are also modeled simultaneously in the PCCV FE model
with other applicable input loads using the load combinations presented in Table 3.8.1-2
of the DCD. The results of the FE model analyses are evaluated using a post-processor,
which accounts for the differences in ASME Code allowable stresses between primary
and secondary loading. As stated in DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.4, the post-processor
evaluation considers strain compatibility among the concrete, tendons, reinforcement,
and liner plate, including liner expansion effects (due to temperature) to the liner buckling
limits for strain determination. When considering thermal gradients from accident and
normal operating conditions on the liner, reduction in thermal moments and membrane
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forces due to concrete cracking is considered (where applicable). The thermal stresses
are combined with the primary stresses when checking against ASME code allowables
using the post-processor, and the reduction of the thermal stresses due to cracking is
considered at the same time.

b) The thickness of the buttress shell elements is 92" which is 40" thicker than the cylindrical
wall elements. The centerlines of the buttress elements are accordingly offset from the
centerlines of the wall elements. Therefore, the discontinuity effects of the buttresses are
captured automatically by the global FE model analyses. The detail design of the tendon
end anchor reinforcement also considers the local effects in a separate calculation. The
buttress design includes consideration of local effects documented in the test results of
BC-TOP-7 (DCD Reference 3.8-15). Note that the design of the tendon and tendon
anchorage details, and subsequent effects on the 'buttresses, need to be confirmed
based on the actual tendon systems purchased and the site-specific concrete properties.
This is addressed collectively by several COL Items in Subsection 3.8.6 of the DCD.
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Modeling of Buttress using Shell Elements

Figure I
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Impact on DCD

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/14/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-7

In DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.1.2, the first paragraph (Page 3.8-10) states "The average and
equivalent linear gradients considering thermal stress of the liner plate are applied to the FE
model of the PCCV."

The applicant is requested to provide the following information:

(a) Explain the meaning of "the average and equivalent linear gradients considering thermal
stress".

(b) Provide the thermal gradients across the thickness of the PCCV cylindrical walls, the
basemat, and the dome that were used for the design, and describe how these thermal
gradients were obtained.

ANSWER:

(a) Calculation Methodology For Temperature Distribution

The average and equivalent linear gradients are the components of the equivalent linear
temperature distribution that is applied to the FE model for purposes of structural design.
The equivalent linear temperature distribution is idealized for analysis purposes from the
true non-linear variation of temperature across the section width. For the PCCV cylinder
and dome, the equivalent linear temperature distribution that is computed for a wall
cross-section includes contribution to the temperature distribution from the temperature of
the liner. Note that, consistent with ASME code requirements, the liner is not considered
as a strength element in the structural design, but the liner is designed to meet the stress
and strain limits given in ASME Table CC-3720-1 for thermal and all other applicable
loads.

The formulas for the average and equivalent linear gradients of the temperature in the
sections of the PCCV are as follows, and the formulation used to develop the equivalent
linear temperature distribution is shown further below.
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ATd=(TH+Te )/TO
ATg=TH-T
where:

ATd = Average variation of temperature from reference temperature
ATg = Linear gradient of temperature
TO = Reference temperature
TH = High temperature of linear gradient
TL = Low temperature of linear gradient
T1 = Inside surface temperature during an accident
T2 = Outside surface temperature during an accident

T1

TH TH
T2 mrr, _ATG +

ATd
TO U TO TO J~

A Td = _ AT
t

ATg 6AT( - 2"Xc

t t Ti
where,, BI

AT =ZAi-ni 2

i=1 x,"TI= X ln- -- _ A

Xc =-YAini-bi
AT 11

n

bi= (t -_ ai) + Xi 4 T

ni : Ratio of Young's modulus of
concrete and liner plate

The methodology illustrated above is almost the same as that of ACI-349 except that it also
directly accounts for the effect of the liner on the temperature gradients: Only homogeneous
concrete is intended in ACI-349 and the equations above become equal to those of ACI-349 when
ni is equal to 1.

(b) Thermal Gradients Across Thickness of PCCV Cylindrical Walls, Basemat, and Dome

For the PCCV cylindrical walls and dome, the average and the equivalent linear gradients
are calculated using the methodology summarized in (a) above, including the contribution
due to the temperature of the liner plate. The results are summarized as shown in the
Table 1. The thermal gradients across the thickness of the PCCV are shown in Figures 1
and 2.
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For the PCCV basemat, the thermal gradients were established using the FE program
NASTRAN. Results of the program showing the thermal gradients across the thickness of
the basemat are provided in the Figures 3 and 4. The thermal gradients obtained from
MIDAS (not the average and equivalent linear gradients described in (a) above) are
applied to the nodes of the basemat FE model to serve as the thermal input for stress
analyses.

Table 1 (1) Average Temperature and
Equivalent Linear Gradient (Normal Operating)

Out Side Td: Average ATg/t: Linear gradients of
Region Condition of td:Aerage temperature/Thickness

PCCV temperature ('F) (°F/in.)
Dome Open Air 37 3.11

Winter Cylinder Open Air 37 2.65
Room 80 1.25

Dome Open Air 122 0.67
Summer Cylinder Open Air 121 0.49

Room 116 0.65

Note: "Open Air" refers to those portions of the -structure exposed to outside
conditions; "Room" refers to those portions of the structure below the roof of the
Reactor Building.
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Table 1(2) Average Temperature and Equivalent Linear Gradient (LOCA)

Out Side Td: Average ATg/t: Linear gradients of
Region Condition of temperate temperature/ThicknessPIC temperature (=F) (Fi.

__ __ _ _ _ __ _ PCCV 1 *F/in.)

1 hour after LOCA
Dome Open Air 57 5.58

Winter Cylinder Open Air 53 4.42
Room 96 2.96

Dome Open Air 139 2.83
Summer Cylinder Open Air 135 2.05

Room 130 2.22
24 hours after LOCA

Dome Open Air 100 8.65
Winter Cylinder Open Air 89 6.90

Room 131 5.38
Dome Open Air 176 5.53

Summer Open Air 167 4.26
Cylinder Room 162 4.34

4 days after LOCA
Dome Open Air 112 6.80

Winter Cylinder Open Air 102 5.76
Room 143 4.24

Dome Open Air 184 3.65
Summer Cylinder Open Air 176 3.05

Room 171 3.24

30 days after LOCA
Dome Open Air 96 5.54

Winter Cylinder Open Air 93 4.64
Room 132 3.15

Dome Open Air 164 2.43
Summer Cylinder Open Air 163 1.96

Room 157 2.17
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Impact on DCD

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/14/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-8

In DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.2.1, the first paragraph (Page 3.8-11) states "The analysis used to
calculate the dynamic response of the PCCV resulting from dynamic loads such as earthquake
and hydrodynamic loads considers the potential effects of concrete cracking where significant."

The applicant is requested to describe how the effects of concrete cracking were considered in
the dynamic analysis for the PCCV, and provide the technical basis for that consideration.

ANSWER:

With respect to SSE load conditions, an analysis of the PCCV determined that the resulting
shear forces and moments do not cause cracking at the base of the PCCV cylinder. Based.
on this check the effects of concrete cracking were determined to have only an insignificant
effect on the seismic response of the overall PCCV. The load combinations of ASME Table
CC-3230-1 were also investigated with respect to cracking effects on the overall PCCV and it
was also determined that cracking was not extensive enough to significantly affect the
natural frequencies of the PCCV.

The results that were omitted could be included if converted to ASME code checks.

Impact on DCD

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/14/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-9

In DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.2. 1, the second paragraph (Page 3.8-11) states "Thermal forces and
moments are reduced according to the concrete cracking depth."

The applicant is requested to provide the following information:

(a) How are thermal forces and moments reduced according to the concrete cracking depth?
(b) How is the concrete cracking depth calculated?

ANSWER:

(a) Thermal forces and moments are reduced according to the concrete cracking depth
during the post-processing of the global FE model analysis results. The reduction is
based on redistribution of section forces and moments that occurs due to cracking and is
accounted for when performing stress verification of the PCCV shell cross-sections.

(b) The depth of cracking is calculated by determining the neutral axis of the cross-section
and considering strain compatibility among concrete, liner, tendons, and reinforcement. A
post-processor is used for this application as described in DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.4.

A summary description of the stress verification methodology is provided as follows. For
section verification of load combinations including the thermal load, the stresses of the
concrete and the rebar are calculated based on the cracked section stiffness of the
concrete members using the combination of the elastic primary stresses and the thermal
stresses.

1) Basic Assumptions

a) Tensile strength of the concrete is neglected in flexural calculations of reinforced
concrete.

b) Strain in the reinforcing steel and concrete is assumed directly proportional to the
distance from the neutral axis (Navier's assumption).
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c) The relationships between the stress and the strain of the concrete and the rebar
are linear.

d) The axial force acts on the centroidal axis of the section.

2) Section Verification Methodology

a) Stress Verification for Combination of Primary Load

Initially, the depth of a neutral axis is calculated from the equilibrium in the section of
the RC member considering primary loads acting upon it (axial force N1 and bending
moment Ml). Then stresses of the concrete and the rebar are calculated.

A simplified example of determining a neutral axis in the section is shown below
(stress calculation example when only primary loads act).

DC As'

X11N

Dt• As ,.4

N1 = (B X11/2) 0'c1+ n' 0cl ((Xl-Dc)/Xl) As' - n °-cl ((D-Dt-Xl)/Xl)As equation (1)

M1 = (B X1/2) -cl (D/2-X1/3) + n' °cl ((Xl-Dc)/Xl) As' (D/2-Dc)

+ n 'cl ((D-Dt-Xl)/Xl)As(D/2-Dt) equation (2)

where,

As = Tension rebar area

As' = Compression rebar area

n = The modular ratio for tension rebar

n' = The modular ratio for compression rebar

If 'cl is deleted from the equation (1) and (2), the equation of higher degree of X1

that is the depth of a neutral axis is obtained, and the solution of Xl is obtained by
solving this equation.

The stresses of the concrete and the rebar are as follows:

- Extreme fiber stress of the concrete °'cl

- Stress of the compressive rebar n' cl (X1 - Dc)'/ Xl
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- Stress of the tensile rebar - nu°cl (D -Dt -Xl ) /Xl

b) Stress Verification for Combination of Primary Load and Thermal Load

Based on the following assumptions, the depth of a neutral axis is calculated from

the equilibrium in the section of the RC member upon which an axial force and

bending moment act. The axial force and bending moment both consist of primary
loads and thermal loads acting simultaneously. The stresses of the concrete and the

rebar are then calculated.

* a) The stress inclination in the section caused by the elastic thermal bending

moment is calculated, then this stress inclination is replaced with the strain
inclination, and the thermal slope calculated by this strain inclination is
assumed to be 0 T.

b) The slope 0 2 which is the sum of the slope 0 1 caused by the bending

moment (Ml) due to the primary loads and the slope 0 T caused by the

bending moment due to the thermal loads are assumed to be unchanged.

c) The axial force by the thermal load is decreased to be multiplied by the ratio

of the effective axial stiffness in the final state of equilibrium to the one of the

total cross section.

d) The depth of a neutral axis by the load combination including the thermal

load is calculated from the assumptions of b) and c) above, and then the

stresses of the concrete and the rebar are calculated.

The following provides a stress calculation example for simultaneously acting primary
and thermal loads.
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I- B°P2

D4c As' X _ O

Dt4 As- MI+AMT

Equation 0 2= 0 1 + 0 T becomes

O-c2/(Ec X2) = 'cl/(Ec Xl)+ 0 T equation (3)

N 1+ A NT = (B X2/2) o- c2+n' o- c2(X2-D)As'-n o- c2((D-DT-X2)/X2)As equation (4)

(due to Navier's assumption)

At first O-c2 is deleted from the equations (3) and (4), then if the neutral axis X2 is
calculated from the equation concerning X2, finally the stresses of the concrete and
the rebar are calculated the same way as in the case that only primary loads act in.

Impact on DCD

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/14/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-10

In DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.2.1, the third bullet in the second paragraph (Page 3.8-11)
states "The redistribution of section forces and moments that occurs due to concrete
cracking is taken into account."

The applicant is requested to provide information on how the section forces and
moments were redistributed when the concrete is cracked.

------------

ANSWER:

Considerations of cracking effects on the global model of the PCCV are discussed in the
response to question 3.8.1-08 of this RAI. The presence and extent of cracking within a section,
and the distribution of forces and moments within a cracked section, is determined and evaluated
as part of the post-processing of the global FE model results. As described in Subsection
3.8.1.4.4 of the DCD, the post-processing methodology accounts for concrete cracking and strain
compatibility among concrete, liner, tendons, and reinforcing steel for primary and secondary
loads.
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Impact on DCD

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/1412009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-11

In DCD Subsection 3.8.1.4.6, the paragraph (Page 3.8-14) states: "A Design Report of the PCCV
is provided separately from the DCD. In accordance with ASME Code, Section III (Reference 3.8-
2), Subarticle NCA-3350, the Design Report has sufficient detail to show that the applicable
stress limitations are satisfied when components are subjected to the design loading conditions."

The applicant is requested to provide a summary of the 'Design Report of the PCCV' showing
how the PCCV Concrete Containment design meets the stress limitations subjected to design
loading conditions. The summary should include the main parts and the major elements of the
containment and provide the margins to the design limits.

ANSWER:

The Design Report for the US-APWR PCCV is currently being prepared by MHI. The summary
data for the stress results and design margins have not yet been compiled for presentation in the
report. A summary addressing the main parts and elements of the PCCV, including margins on
the design limits is schedule to be issued in July 2009.
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Impact on DCD

There is no impact on the DCD.

Impact on COLA

There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

4/14/2009

US-APWR Design Certification

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Docket No. 52-021

RAI NO.: NO. 223-1996 REVISION 0

SRP SECTION: 03.08.01 - Concrete Containment

APPLICATION SECTION: 03.08.01

DATE OF RAI ISSUE: 2/26/2009

QUESTION NO.: 3.8.1-14

DCD Tier 2, Section 3.8, Revision 1 was reviewed by the staff. Most of the changes made to the
DCD Revision 0 are editorial. A few of the changes are technical in their content. The staff finds
that, in general, the changes in DCD Tier 2, Section 3.8 do not alter the meaning and intent of
DCD Revision 0. However, there are several changes made in DCD Rev. 1 which need
clarification or explanation by the applicant.

The applicant is requested to address the following:

1. Page 86 of 196 in the Change List, the change on p. 3.8-12 of DCD, Subsection 3.8.1.4.3.
2 nd Paragraph, 3 rd Sentence is not clear. The original wording .any penetration or
discontinuity)" seems appropriate. The intent of changing to .any penetration of
discontinuity)" is not clear. Additionally, it appears that the change was not actually made.
If the change is to be made in the future, clarify the intent of this new wording.

2. Page 98 of 196 in the Change List, the change on p. 3.8-45 of the DCD, Subsection 3.8.4,th t

4 & 5h Paragraphs. Suggest deleting .designed to the site specific SSE ..... just prior
to the three bullets in the revised section. This is covered in the paragraph following the
bullets.

3. Page 101 of 196 in the Change List, the change on p. 3.8-62 of the DCD, Subsection
3.8.4.4.4, 1st Paragraph, the new inserted paragraph states, in part ".....except structural
steel in-plane stress limits are permitted to reach 1.0 Fy." Provide the references for
Codes, Standards and Specifications or the technical basis that permit the structural steel
in-plane stress to reach 1.0 Fy.

4. Page 109 of 196 in the Change List lists replacements of several figures in the DCD.
Some of the new (replacement) figures have some information missing that was on the
original figures. It is suggested that these omissions be corrected. The affected figures are
as follows:

(a) P. 3.8-182 of the DCD, Figure 3.8.3-6 (Sheet 6 of 7). The callouts for the Primary
Shield Wall and Secondary Shield Wall are missing.
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(b) P. 3.8-200 of the DCD, Figure 3.8.4-3 (Sheet 1 of 2). The cross section markers on
the plan view are missing for Sections 1 through 4.

(c) P. 3.8-201 of the DCD, Figure 3.8.4-3 (Sheet 2 of 2). The cross section marker for
Section 2 appears to be missing.

(d) P. 3.8-210 of the DCD, Figure 3.8.4-11. The column line identifications are missing.
(e) P. 3.8-211 of the DCD, Figure 3.8.4-12. The column line identifications are missing.
(f) P. 3.8-215 of the DCD, Figure 3.8.5-1. The cross section markers for the EW and

N-S cross-sections are missing.

ANSWER:

In reference to Item 1, MHI agrees that there is a typo in the Change List. The word "of' should be
left "or". The entry in the Change List was intended for the addition of a comma after the
parenthesis in the DCD.

In reference to Item 3, The design of structural steel for safety-related seismic Category I
structures for the US-APWR is based on ANSI/AISC N690 as cited in NUREG-0800 Section 3.8.4
Subsections 11.2 (Applicable Codes, Standards, and Specifications), 11.3.B (Loads and Load
Combinations), and 11.5 (Structural Acceptance Criteria). Table 3.8.4-4 (developed from
ANSI/AISC N690 Table Q1.5.7.1) and its notes specify the loads, load combinations, and
structural acceptance criteria (stress limit coefficient times normal allowable stresses (S) as
defined in AISC N690) for design of steel structures. The acceptance criteria (allowable stresses)
for load combinations 1 through 6 is 1.0 times S, for load combinations 7 through 10 is 1.6 times
S and for load combination 11 is 1.7 times S (except note that the stress limit coefficient in shear
is 1.4, which results in a stress limit that is approximately equal to the material shear yield stress,
Fy/(3)(°') = 0.577Fy). These stress limit coefficients are not used to increase allowable stresses for
primary stresses beyond yield, except for impactive and impulsive loading where credit for
ductility may be taken. For load combinations 7 through 11, this results in allowable stresses
equal to 1.0 FY, except for cases of axial compression and some cases of bending where
adequate bracing of the compression flange is not provided.

The US-APWR also applies N690 to the design of structural steel for seismic Category II
structures, with the exception stated in DCD Subsections 3.8.4.4.4, 3A.1.2, 3F.1.2, and 3G.1.2
tHat "structural steel in-plane stress limits are permitted to reach 1.0 Fy." The intent of this
statement was with respect to load combinations 7 through 11. For load combination 11, the
stress limit coefficient applicable to axial and bending stresses for category I structures is 1.7,
however not to exceed 1.0 Fy. Since this stress limit coefficient is permitted for seismic category]
structures, it is considered acceptable to apply the same limit to seismic category II structures.
This approach results in the same factor of safety and also limits displacement by preventing
design stresses from exceeding yield stress. This provides adequate assurance that seismic
Category II structures and subsystems do not fall or displace to the point that they could damage
seismic Category I SSCs. This approach has also been used historically at many nuclear power
plants.

It is acknowledged that the expression "except structural steel in-plane stress limits are permitted
to reach 1.0 FY" can be misinterpreted. The DCD will be revised to provide clarification as
described below.

MHI has reviewed the other comments (2 and 4) and agrees to the recommended changes.
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Impact on DCD

See Attachment 1 for the mark-up of the DCD Tier 2, Subsection 3.8, Revision 2, changes to be
incorporated.

" Change the 4 th paragraph in Subsection 3.8.4 "...structures designed to the site-specific
SSE:" to "...structures:"

" In the 2 nd paragraph in Subsection 3.8.4.4.4 to state: "Seismic Category 11 structures and
subsystems are analyzed and designed using the same methods for seismic Category I
structures and subsystems, and the same load combinations and stress limit coefficients
given in Table 3.8.4-4, except where noted therein."

" Add the following sentence after the first sentence of Note 11 of Table 3.8.4-4: "For
seismic category 11 members the stress limit coefficient applicable to axial and bending
stresses for load combinations 7 through 11 is 1.7, however the allowable stress shall not
exceed 1.0 F Y.

" Add the callouts for the Primary Shield Wall and Secondary Shield Wall to Figure 3.8.3-6
(Sheet 6 of 7).

" Add the cross section markers for Sections 1 through 4 to Figure 3.8.4-3 (Sheet 1 of 2).

" Add the cross section marker for Section 2 to Figure 3.8.4-3 (Sheet 2 of 2).

" Add the column line identifications to Figure 3.8.4-11.

" Add the column line identifications to Figure 3.8.4-12.

" Add the cross section markers for the E-W and N-S cross sections to Figure 3.8.5-1.

See Attachment 2 for the mark-up of the DCD Tier 2, Appendix 3A, Revision 2, changes to be
incorporated.

In the 3rd sentence in the paragraph in Appendix 3A, Subsection 3A.1.2, to state:
"Seismic category 11 ductwork and supports, including support anchorages, are therefore
analyzed and designed using the same methods and stress limits specified for seismic
category I structures and subsystems, except where noted in Table 3.8.4-4."

See Attachment 3 for the mark-up of the DCD Tier 2, Appendix 3F, Revision 2, changes to be
incorporated.

In the 3rd sentence in the paragraph in Subsection 3F ' 1.2, to s tate: "Seismic category 11
conduit systems, including support anchorages, are therefore analyzed and designed
using the same methods and stress limits specified for seismic category I structures and
subsystems, except where noted in Table 3.8.4-4."

See Attachment 4 for the mark-up of the DCD Tier 2, Appendix 3G, Revision 2, changes to be
incorporated.

In the 3rd sentence in the paragraph in Subsection 3G.1.2, to state: "Seismic category 11
cable tray systems including support anchorages are, therefore, analyzed and designed
for the applicable SSE, such as in-structure response spectra developed from the
CSDRS within the standard plant Reactor Building and the East and West Power Source
Buildings using the same methods and stress limits specified for seismic category I cable
tray systems, except where noted in Table 3.8.4-4."

Impact on COLA
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There is no impact on the COLA.

Impact on PRA

There is no impact on the PRA.

This completes MHI's responses to the NRC's questions.
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3. DESIGN OF STRUCTURES, US-APWR Design Ct ATTACHMENT 1
SYSTEMS, COMPONENTS, AND EQUIPMENTI to RAI 223-1996

APWR standard plant seismic category I structures with seismic designs based on the
CSDRS are identified as:

* RIB
" East and west PS/Bs

Discussion of design methodology, applicable loads, load combinations and acceptance
criteria within this subsection is applicable for the R/B structures and the east and west
PS/Bs, which are part of the US-APWR standard plant.

The COL Applicant is responsible for the seismic design of those seismic category I and
seismic category II SSCs not part of the US-APWR standard plant, including the
following non-standard seismic category I structures dosigned to the site Specific. .-E:

* ESWPT
" UHSRS
* PSFSVs

Non-standard seismic category I SSCs are site-specific, and are designed for the site
specific or more conservative SSE based on the ground motion response spectra, the
site-specific foundation input response spectra, and the minimum response spectrum as
described in Subsection 3.7.1.1.

3.8.4.1 Description of the Structures

Seismic category I buildings, except the R/B, PCCV, and containment internal structure,
are free standing on separate concrete basemats and are primarily reinforced concrete
structures. The R/B, PCCV, and containment internal structure share a common
basemat; however, they are otherwise independent of each other. Adjoining building
basemats are structurally separated by a 4 in. gap at and below the grade. This
requirement does not apply to engineered mat fill concrete that is designed to be part of
the basemat subgrade for the interface between the R/B, and east and west PS/Bs. To
be consistent with seismic modeling requirements of Section 3.7, no 4 in. gap is
permitted in the fill concrete between these buildings.

The minimum gaps between building superstructures is two times the absolute sum of
the maximum displacement of each building under the most unfavorable load
combination, or a minimum of 4 in.

3.8.4.1.1 R/B

The R/B has five main floors. The building contains the PCCV and containment internal
structure at its center, and is founded on a common basemat. The outer perimeter of the
R/B is nearly square, and is constructed of reinforced concrete walls, floors, and roofs.
The roof of the R/B varies between elevations 101 ft, 0 in. to 124 ft, 0 in., except the
PCCV dome which extends to elevation 232 ft, 0 in.

The R/B consists of the following five areas, defined by their functions.

0 PCCV and containment internal structure
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Subsection 9.1.2 describes the design bases and layout of the spent fuel pit, the spent
fuel racks, and the fuel handling system.

Exterior concrete walls below grade and basemat of seismic category I structures are
designed using load combinations accounting for sub-grade loads including static and
dynamic lateral earth pressure, soil surcharges, and effects of maximum water table.
Lateral earth pressure is calculated in accordance with ASCE 4-98 (Reference 3.8-34)
for both active and passive earth pressures.

Structural steel framing in seismic category I structures is primarily for the support of
distribution systems, access platforms, and other plant appurtenances. Steel members
are sized and detailed based on maximum stresses and reactions determined through
conservative manual calculations and computer models based on pinned-end
connections, including slotted hole clip angle connections, to relieve thermal expansion
forces where appropriate, unless detailed to develop end moments in accordance with
AISC N690 (Reference 3.8-9). The design of the support anchorage to the concrete
structure is in accordance with ACI 349 Appendix B (Reference 3.8-8), RG 1.142
(Reference 3.8-19), and RG 1.199 (Reference 3.8-41).

The design and analysis procedures for seismic category I distribution systems, such as
HVAC ducts, conduits, and cable trays including their respective seismic category I
supports, are in accordance with AISC N690 (Reference 3.8-8) and AISI Specification
for Design of Cold-Formed Steel Members (Reference 3.8-34). The following
appendices provide additional discussion of the design and analysis of these
subsystems.

" Appendix3A Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Ducts and Duct

Supports

" Appendix 3F Design of Conduits and Conduit Supports

* Appendix 3G Seismic Qualification of Cable Trays and Supports

The COL Applicant is to provide design and analysis procedures for the ESWPT,

UHSRS, and PSFSVs.

3.8.4.4.4 Seismic Category II Structures

Seismic category II structures need not remain functional during and after an SSE.
However, such structures must not fall or displace to the point they could damage
seismic category I SSCs.

Seismic Category II structures and subsystems are analyzed and designed using the
same methods and stress limits specified for seismic Category I structures and
subsystems, except stuctural steel in plane " trc. . limits are permitted to roPa•ch 1.0 InF
and the same load combinations and stress coefficients given in Table 3.8.4-4, except
where noted therein.

3.8.4.4.5 Structural Acceptance Criteria

Structural acceptance criteria are listed in Table 3.8.4-3 for concrete structures and in
Table 3.8.4-4 for steel structures, and are in accordance with ACI-349 (Reference 3.8-8)
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The foundation depth-to-equivalent-radius ratio for the R/B-PCCV basemat is less than
0.3, which indicates a shallow embedment foundation for purposes of SSI as defined in
ASCE 4-98, Subsection 3.3.4.2 (Reference 3.8-34). Embedment effects on the RIB and
PCCV SSI analysis are neglected in the US-APWR standard plant design in obtaining
the soil impedance functions. Therefore, conservatively, the R/B-PCCV seismic models
are not coupled with any subgrade or backfill material at the sides of the basemat or
along the faces of below-grade exterior walls, and no credit is taken in the seismic
analysis for restraint due to the presence of these materials. Subsequently, there are no
explicit requirements for shear wave velocity or other material characteristics
requirements for the subgrade and/or backfill materials present on the sides of the
basemat and R/B below-grade exterior walls. Subsection 3.7.2.4 provides additional
discussion on the SSI analysis.

3.8.5.4.2 Analyses for Loads during Operation

The major seismic category I structures basemat analyses use 3-dimensional NASTRAN
FE models of the major seismic category I structures, which are described in Subsection
3.7.2.3. Soil springs are assigned in the model to determine the interaction of the
basemat with the overlying structures and with the subgrade. The model is capable of
determining the possibility of uplift of the basemat from the subgrade during postulated
SSE events. The vertical spring at each node in the analytical model act in compression
only. The horizontal springs are active when the vertical spring is in compression and
inactive when the vertical spring lifts off. Horizontal bearing reactions on the side walls
below grade are conservatively neglected for the analysis of the basemat. However,
horizontal forces are considered in the analysis of the wall.

The three-dimensional FE model of the basemat includes the structures above the
basemat and their effect on the distribution of loads on the basemat. The combined
global FE model of the R/B, PCCV, and containment internal structure, including
.basemat, is presented on Figures 3.8.5-5 through 3.8.5-10.

The analysis considers normal and extreme environmental loads and containment
pressure loads. The normal loads include dead loads and live loads. Extreme
environmental loads include the SSE.

Dead loads are applied as inertia loads. Live loads and the SSE loads are applied as
concentrated loads on the nodes. The SSE loads are applied as equivalent static loads.
For the structural desiqn of the basemat concrete and reinforcing, the three directions of
the earthquake loading are combined using the Newmark 100-40-40 method assumptieo
that while the maximum response from on•e direGtion occurs, the reoe~nses from the
other twU-o directions are 4024 of the max.imum. Combin÷ati o.. f the threeo di4retions ot
the SSE are considered. Note that this method of combination is different from that used
for the structural design of the PCCV. containment internal structure, and R/B, which is
the SRSS method.

Linear analyses are performed for all specified load combinations assuming that the soil
springs can not take tension. The results of the linear cases are then used to select
critical load cases for non-linear analyses. The results from these analyses include the
forces, shears, and moments in the basemat; the bearing pressures under the basemat;
and the area of the basemat that is uplifted. Minimum area of steel reinforcement is
calculated from the section forces for the most critical load combinations.
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3.8.5.4.2.1 Global Three-Dimensional FE Modeling of Basemat

The stress conditions of the basemat are generated by numerous types of loads from
the superstructure. The modeling of the basemat therefore involves evaluating the
interaction between the basemat and the superstructures to determine the stress
conditions at the interface. The global FE model is analyzed utilizing the FE computer
program NASTRAN (Reference 3.8-13).

Regarding the RIB, the element division in a horizontal direction inside the secondary
shield walls of containment internal structure is made in a rectangular grid and that
outside the secondary shield wall is made in a polar pattern. Peripheral areas of the
basemat are divided in a rectangular grid.

The upper portion of tendon gallery is considered with concentrated stresses created by
the connection with the PCCV. This region is divided into four elements in the radial
direction to better evaluate the stresses.

The basemat below the PCCV and the lower portion of containment internal structure
are simulated with hexahedral solid elements. The elements below the PCCV are
divided into three to fifteen parts in thickness, and elements in peripheral areas are
divided into three parts. The FE modeling of the PS/Bs is provided in Subsection 3.8.4.4.

3.8.5.4.3 Boundary Conditions of Basemat

The basemat subgrade in the FE model is represented by translational springs elements
that- The spring constants for rotations and transbations are determined based on the soil
paFameteFs-. SPui~ are attached to the bottom of the basemat._ The stiffness of the
backfill around the below-grade walls is ;nd the constraints by side soil are not
considered in the model. The Values of the springs used in the analysis are shown beloW.
Subgrade coefficients, determined based on the SSI lumped parameter values listed in
Table 3H.2-14 of Appendix H, are used to assign spring values to the individual nodes of
the FE model. These spFin- alues subgrade coefficients are multiplied by the basemat
nodal point tributary areas to compute the spring constants assigned to the nodal points.
The vertical spring stiffnesses are also developed in a manner such that the cumulative
vertical stiffness is equivalent to the vertical SSI spring constant value in Table 3H.2-
14[M HI to confirm and delete if not true.]

3.8.5.4.4 Analyses of Settlement

The potential for foundation subsidence, or differential displacement, is designed for a
maximum 2 in. based on enveloping properties of subsurface materials. This is a
conservative allowance that may not be applicable at all plant sites. Subsidence and
differential displacement may therefore be reduced to less than 2 in. if justified by the
COL Applicant based on site-specific soil properties.
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Table 3.8.4-4 Load Combinations and Load Factors for Seismic Category I Steel
Structures

(Sheet I of 2)

ALLOWABLE STRESS DESIGN (ASD)
LOAD COMBINATIONS AND APPLICABLE STRESS LIMIT COEFFICIENTS

AISC N690
Load 1 2 3(9) 4(9) 5(9) 6(9) 7 8 9(4) 9a(4)(10) 10(4)(6) 11(4)(5)
Combination: (6)

Load Type

Dead D 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Live L 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Normal pipe Ro 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
reactions

Normal thermal To 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

W/ind W 1.0 1.0

OBE Eob 1.0 1.0

SSE Ess 1.0 1.0

Tornado Wt 1.0

,ccident Pa 1.0 1.0 1.0
pressure

Accident thermal Ta 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Accident thermal Ra 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
pipe reactions

Pipe rupture Yr 1.0 1.0
reactions

Jet impingement Yj 1.0 1.0

Pipe Impact Ym 1.0 1.0

Stress Limit 1.0(3) 1.0(3) 1.0(3) 1.0(3) 1.0(3) 1.0(3) 1.6(7)(11) 1.6(7)(11) 1.6(7)(11) 1.6(7)(11) 1.6(7)(11) 1.7(7)(11)

Coefficient (1)(2)(8)
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Table 3.8.4-4 Load Combinations and Load Factors for Seismic Category I Steel
Structures

(Sheet 2 of 2)

Notes:

1. Coefficients are applicable to primary stress limits given in ANSI/AISC N690-1994 Sections Q1.5.1,
Q1.5.2, Q1.5.3, Q1.5.4, Q1.5.5, Q1.6, Q1.10, and Q1.11.

2. In no instance shall the allowable stress exceed 0.7Fu in axial tension nor 0.7Fu times the ratio Z/S for
tension plus bending.

3. For primary plus secondary stress, the allowable limits are increased by a factor of 1.5.
4. The maximum values of Pa, Ta, Ra, Yj, Yr, and Yin, including an appropriate dynamic load factor, is used

in load combinations 9 through 11, unless an appropriate time history analysis is performed to justify
otherwise.

5. In combining loads from a postulated high-energy pipe break accident and a seismic event, the SRSS
may be used, provided that the responses are calculated on a linear basis.

6. All load combinations is checked for a no-live-load condition
7. In load combinations 7 through 11, the stress limit coefficient in shear shall not exceed 1.4 in members

and bolts.
8. Secondary stresses which are used to limit primary stresses are treated as primary stresses.
9. Consideration is also given to snow and other loads as defined in ASCE 7.
10. This load combination is to be used when the global (non-transient) sustained effects of Ta are

considered.
11. The stress limit coefficient where axial compression exceeds 20% of normal allowable, is 1.5 for load

combinations 7, 8, 9, 9a, and 10, and 1.6 for load combination 11. For seismic category II members the
stress limit coefficient applicable to axial and bending stresses for load combinations 7 through 11 is
1.7, however the allowable stress shall not exceed 1.0 Fa.
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